ABSTRACT This paper gives an overall introduction to the basic concept of LAC(location-aware computing) and its development status, puts forward an integrated location-aware computing architecture which is useful for designing the reasonable logical model of LBS(location-based service). Finally, a brief introduction is conducted on a LAC experimental prototype, which acts as a mobile urban tourism assistant.
Location sensing
Real-time information about user's current location can be obtained through location sensor.
There are several methods for location sensing, such as global position system ( G P S ) , global system for mobile communications ( ( ; S M ) , wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi). GPS is more accurate and wildly used, but cannot be used indoor;
GSM can function both indoor and outdoor, but its accuracy is relatively low, as compared with GPS; Wi-Fi is suitable for both indoor and outdoor environment and more accurate than GSM mode, but its application is just at the infancy.
Positioning service
Positioning service has the following contents. text containing its location information.
In LAC application, hi-directional location data transmission must be considered between server and client. Here, the server is the Mobile ()bject Management (;enter about which more detailed description will be given then in next section, and the client is referenced to mobile terminal. Client side should be provided with the ability to pull its location information from server at any time, and server side is
